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Looking 
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Sitting down on a Sunday morning, coffee in hand for the weekly 

ritual of reading the news, I often find myself starting with the sport 

and checking the weather for the day. Ultimately though, I will 

end up in the business section brushing up on different ‘business 

experts’ thoughts or predictions and if I was honest, I don’t know 

why I bother as it can be pretty depressing! Read any business article 

over the last fifty years and it usually starts with a pretty grim view 

of the future – it’s often pessimistic or based on traditional thinking 

and we don’t usually like to look at life through that lens. If it’s not 

the grim article, it’s often a read on examples of superstar outcomes 

by superstar CEO’s or companies with a text book size process map 

that requires a bank account of a small nation and the time input 

of 10 business owners. If you’re like me, you sometimes get caught 

up wondering if you will ever make it or if the good times will ever 

come back.

At Elephant & Co we hold a better view of the world and look through 

a brighter lens. Business right now can be good and it is only going to 

get better, that is, if we take advantage of the right tools at hand. We 

have done all the research of what is good, bad and better out there 

for SME businesses with a simple process to seize the greatness your 

business deserves. First up, we would like to share some raw facts 

about business today, where the opportunities are right now and 

some simple things you can do to win more customers tomorrow, 

next week and be the business you always wanted to be.

looking through the 10x lens

Enjoy!



the facts...
Let’s get the bad part out of the way quickly. Here are some 

basic facts that we never wish for you to be part of!



the sme facts
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HERE IS YOUR OPPORTUNIT Y. . . .

We stand on the brink of a technological revolution that will 

fundamentally alter the way we do business. In its scale, scope, and 

complexity, the transformation will be unlike anything humankind 

has experienced before.

The 1st Industrial Revolution:

Water and steam power to mechanize production

The 2nd Industrial Revolution:

Electric power to create mass production.

The 3rd Industrial Revolution:

Electronics and information technology to automate  

production.

Now a 4th Industrial Revolution is building on the 3rd:

The Digital Revolution which has been occurring since the middle 

of the last century.

WHAT IS THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION?

It is characterized by a fusion of technologies that is blurring the 

lines between the physical, digital, and biological spheres.

Why should you care?

1. It’s changing everything.

Almost every industry in every country is changing by transforming 

entire systems of production, management, and governance.

2. It’s happening fast.

When compared with previous industrial revolutions, the Fourth is 

evolving at an exponential “10x” pace rather than a linear pace.

The Fourth Industrial
Revolution



3. It’s touching everyone.

Billions of people are linked by mobile devices and more than 30 

percent of the global population now uses social media platforms 

to connect, learn, and share information with unprecedented 

processing power, storage capacity, and access to knowledge.

4. It’s removing logical thinking.

Emerging technology breakthroughs in fields such as artificial 

intelligence, robotics, ‘The Internet of Things’, autonomous vehicles, 

3-D printing, have changed the way we view the world around us.

5. It’s connecting the population and markets

India and China alone will have a new middle class in the next 10 

years bigger than the population of Europe, and new markets can 

instantly be reached - Are you ready?

6. You can move quickly

Technology allows agile, innovative competitors to disrupt or oust 

well-established incumbents faster than ever by improving the 

quality, speed, or price.

Overall, the inexorable shift from simple digitization (the Third 

Industrial Revolution) to innovation based on combinations of 

technologies (the Fourth Industrial Revolution) is forcing companies 

to re-examine the way they do business. 

The bottom line, however, is the same. Business leaders still need to 

understand their changing environment, challenge the assumptions 

of their operating teams, and relentlessly and continuously innovate.

The Fourth Industrial
Revolution
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This can be a good opportunity to capitalize in a tough market and 

to gain ground, and even blow your competitors out of the market. 

To flourish in such a volatile market is not natural ‘thinking’, however 

it’s a must throughout the whole organization to learn the discipline 

of “escaping” your natural thought process.

IMPLEMENT 10x
At Elephant & Co we believe your focus and thinking should be on 

‘10xing’ your business, your people, and ultimately your bottom line. 

This is our mandate and the challenge we put to all the small to 

medium businesses we partner every day.

SO WHAT DOES IT ACTUALLY MEAN TO 10x?
10xing is a philosophy, a theory and in many ways a belief system 

that is activated when you have buy-in from the whole team. It only 

happens when you have collective ‘Thinking’ that drives a relentless 

pursuit to improve, grow and be the best you can be. This can trigger 

Thinking, Leadership, Innovation and Growth (TLIG) opportunities 

that can result in a return on investment (ROI) of over 10 times.

“Bottom-up innovation creates ten times the value of top-down”.

Don’t bury your head in the sand!

Some simple things you
can do now



Mark Bouw (Director and Chief Strategy Officer at Elephant & Co) 

often says that we should think of every employee as “paid thinkers”. 

These employees are already on the payroll and so it makes 

commercial sense to utilise their minds as the source of innovation 

and incremental change in your business.

SO WHO THINKS DIFFERENTLY AND WHAT WAS 
THE RESULT OF IMPLEMENTATION OF 10x?

It’s often easier to make something 10x better than it is to make it 
10% better. - Astro Teller, Google[x]

There are many examples at the top end of town when it comes to 

evangelists of the concept of ‘10xing’. Jack Welch, CEO of General 

Electric (GE) is a notable ‘true believer’. Jack was introduced to the 

10x concept at a management meeting for GE. 

GE  then launched the 10x management training program. Jack (and 

ultimately GE) indoctrinated 10x Thinking into the GE culture. They 

found that each business unit was under utilising its brainpower by 

a factor of 10. The new goal was ambitious: turn a 12 billion dollar 

company into a 120 billion dollar company.

By 2001, implementing 10x Welch had grown GE into 280 billion 

dollar company.

“We have to shun the traditional incremental growth strategy 
and grow by the quantum leap” - Jack Welch

Some simple things you
can do now
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What we are most proud of, at Elephant & Co is the work we do daily 

with local and international SME’s (Small to Medium Enterprises) 

to execute 10x thinking and strategies into their business. Our goal 

is to make this achievable, accessible and affordable to the global 

SME markets.

There are many examples of SME’s utilising 10x methods to break 

out of traditional thinking to learn, innovate and grow themselves 

into larger more successful companies. Those companies include 

global giants like Google and GE, through to now well-known Aus-

tralia companies such as iSelect, Seek, Cabrini, Volgren Bus Manu-

facturers and Aussie Bodies.

10x-ING YOUR ORGANISATION

One of the most frequently asked questions we receive when we 

meet new partners or clients is, ‘Can you really 10x my business and 

what does this mean for me?’ 10xing your organisation is about cre-

ating new thinking, habits, systems, leadership and innovation with 

your employees (The Team)

A 100% (or at least a critical mass) commitment from your team 

(senior leaders first), takes more than just a token email or updating 

communications. It takes buy-in by more than just the owners and 

leaders, otherwise you hit resistance, build division and ultimately 

fail.

With the average Australian workforce already dealing with disen-

gaged staff, unless you as leaders take them with you along the 10x 

journey, they won’t follow you.

what about the sme?



At a time when companies are looking for every source of 

competitive advantage, the workforce itself represents the largest 

reservoir of untapped potential. Roughly speaking, 25% of workers 

are engaged, 25% are actively disengaged and the other 50% are 

just doing enough to keep out of trouble.

But engaging the employees can be the biggest battle, especially in 

Australia where culturally the attitude can be ‘laissez faire’. So before 

any multiplication of productivity can occur, a focus on improving 

employee engagement is a must for any organisation.

Another way is to encourage a culture of buy-in and ‘taking your 

team with you’ is to create a great working environment and 

synergy between staff and leaders. Start with increasing your staf 

f ’s engagement by seeking their input into decision making and 

highlight that improvements in ef f iciency are celebrated.

Create an environment of ‘teamwork’ through the use of open 

collaborative work spaces that fosters communi - cation and ‘teams’ 

within the organisation, where successes (and failures) are shared.

what about the sme?



so...
what do i do 

next?



The technological change and disruption that comes from the 

fourth industrial revolution, will do so with a force over which 

humans have no control. Never before has the opportunity to 

become acutely aware of what is really happening in the world, and 

not bury your head, been more vital. But you need to start now. To 

do this, as a business leader you must develop a comprehensive and 

shared view with the “minds” in your business. This is a time of great 

promise, but also one of greater potential peril. The opportunity 

rests with the person in the mirror.

To be trapped in traditional thinking, or become too absorbed by 

the daily problems demanding your attention is a roadblock to ‘10x 

Thinking’. A focus to remove these barriers from your day to day, to 

allow for time to think strategically about the forces of disruption 

and innovation shaping your businesses path is so important. The 

future is better and to get there, embrace the opportunity, start 

thinking differently and adopt an 10x strategy today.

For more information, come join our FREE online 10x Business  

School to help you, your team and your business start the 10x 

journey today.

elephantco.com.au

Some simple things you
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